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Healthier plants
 
The most common problems with houseplants are caused
by over- and under-watering. Soil can only hold a small
amount of water, so you often need to water a couple of
times each week to keep the plant from drying out. On the
other hand, pots sitting in water leave the soil constantly
wet with stagnant water, so the plant’s roots never have a
chance to breathe and the plant literally drowns.
 
With a combination of aeroponics and hydroponics, some
roots are always breathing in the airspace above the water,
and the rest are always drinking moving, freshly
oxygenated water. It’s the best of both worlds.
 
 
Less (and more predictable) maintenance
 
Plants’ water needs change over time. They take in more
water during times of fast growth or longer daylight hours.
If you’re growing plants in soil, your watering schedule
needs to adjust throughout the year to avoid stress on the
plant.
 
On the other hand, a combination of hydroponics and
aeroponics is very forgiving in terms of water levels, so you
can check and maintain your planter less often and on
your schedule. You no longer need to be around to water
your plants at exactly the right time or guess how much
they need. Do the same quick water change you always do,
and know that whether you do it again tomorrow or two
weeks from now, your plant will be just fine.
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Pests
 
Pests are always a possibility with plants, but growing
without soil means avoiding the soil-loving bugs. The tiny
black flies that often appear after you bring a plant home
from a nursery? Fungus gnats. Not sure about you, but just
the phrase “fungus gnats” makes us cringe. The larvae live
in soil and eat the roots of your plants. Getting rid of them
is difficult. How do you sterilize the soil without killing the
plant or resorting to who-knows-what pesticides? How do
you keep the flying adults from the rest of your plants? 
 
Clay pebbles in a combination hydroponic/aeroponic setup
are minimally absorbent, leave air spaces between them,
and there is water moving over them constantly. This
makes it very difficult for larvae to feel at home.
 
 
Cleanliness
 
Most plant owners have urgently wiped up tea-coloured
water pouring from an overflowing saucer, or attempted to
clean damp potting soil and shards of ceramic out of a
carpet. When we’re perusing Pinterest and dreaming of
our own private urban jungles, nobody seems to mention
that part.
 
We’ve met a lot of plant lovers, but we’ve never heard
anyone wish that they could spend more time cleaning up
after them. If your cat knocks over a hydroponic planter -
which is unlikely with our planters, heavy ceramic and full
of water - clean water and clay pebbles are much easier to
wipe up than mud.

Why go dirtless?

Although the words "hydroponics" and "aeroponics" sound complicated, they really just refer to different ways of
growing plants without soil. In both methods, the plant is held in place by something other than soil, such as sand or
clay pebbles. In hydroponics, most of the roots are in water. In aeroponics, the roots are open to the air and misted
with water to prevent drying. Fused earth planters use a combination of both methods, as demonstrated on page 03.

What is hydroponics?



Clean clay pebbles
surround the stems and
roots, providing an
attractive base that
holds your plant firmly
in place.

 
Upper roots are
suspended in humid air,
allowing unrestricted
oxygen intake.

 
Bursting air bubbles
oxygenate the air and
provide a gentle mist to
keep roots wet and air
humid, without the risk
of drowning.

 
Lower roots reach into a
buffet of nutrient-rich
water, allowing the plant
to absorb whatever it
needs.

 
Rising air bubbles
oxygenate the water to
promote plant growth,
circulate nutrients, and
hinder bacterial growth.

Provide your plants with
everything they need, and
nothing that they don't.
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How it works

Soil tends to attract
pests such as fungus
gnats, and often
contains mold and fungi.

 
Upper roots require
oxygen. If a plant in soil
is over-watered, these
roots cannot breath and
the plant will drown.

 
If soil dries out too
much, water starts to
run right through and
can be difficult to re-
hydrate, so the plant
continues to dry out.

 
If soil is too dry, roots
lose their ability
to absorb nutrients for
new growth

 
The bacteria that cause
root rot thrive in dark
environments low in
oxygen. Over-watered
potting soil provides
ideal conditions.

Our Method

Clear container used for demonstration. Planters should always
block light to prevent algae growth. Algae will compete with the

plant for nutrients and coat the roots to prevent nutrient
absorption. Fused earth planters are handmade ceramic.

Soil

Fused earth planters use a combination of hydroponics and aeroponics to create a very forgiving
and easy to maintain system. The plant doesn't mind if the water levels fluctuate, as long as the
water is not touching the net pot. This method minimizes stress on plant from cycles of dry and
wet, so plants grow stronger and healthier.



What you need to get started

Net pot
Net pots can be obtained from any hydroponics
retailer and come in a wide variety of sizes.
 
Air pump, stone, line, check valve, and fittings
For one planter, a small aquarium air pump and
air stone will be fine. A check valve in the air line
prevents water from flowing back to the pump.
 
Water
For most plants, municipal tap water will work
fine. Well water usually contains high levels of
minerals that can cause issues with the pH (a
measure of acidity) of the water, which causes
unhappy plants. Tap water contains some
minerals, but typically much less. For optimal
results, consider using distilled water.

Expanded clay pebbles
These pebbles can be found at any hydroponics
retailer and some garden centers.
 
Opaque container with lid
Use a container that holds at least one litre or
four cups of water. 
 
You will need cut a hole in the middle of the lid
just large enough for your net pot, and a smaller
hole in the rim of the container for an airline.
Keep this in mind when considering the material
your container will be made of.
 
Plant food
See the next page for more information on our
favourite plant food options.
 

If you’re not using a planter specifically designed for hydroponic use, such as a fused earth kit, you
may need to experiment with various parts to find a combination that is effective, leakproof, and
easy to maintain. Setup should look like the photo on page 03, except that your container should be
opaque. Here is what you will need:
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Our kits include everything you
need to get started - even the
seeds of your choice! 
 
Fused earth planter kits include  a hard-wearing,
handmade ceramic planter, step-by-step
instructions, and everything you need aside from
water and plant food. We have curated and tested
a selection of seeds to choose from, and your
favourites will be included with your kit.

 
Kits come beautifully packaged in 99% recyclable
packaging. You can get started the first day and
once your seeds are sprouted, assembly takes
approximately five minutes.
 
Take a look at:
https://www.fusedearth.com/shop.html



Plant Food
The plant food you use depends on the plants you want to grow and the time and expense you
are willing to invest. We have tested several different types and brands, all in distilled water and
using the directions on the bottle. We grew the same plants in various foods to see how they
would react. Here are our notes.

Name Notes
Schultz Liquid Plant Food Very inexpensive, easy to use, widely available at garden

centers and retailers that sell plants. Plants grew slowly
or not at all, but stayed healthy-looking.

FoxFarm Hydroponic 
Liquid Concentrate

Good general purpose hydroponic plant food. Plants
grew steadily, more quickly than with Schultz, and looked
healthy.

Advanced Nutrients 
Sensi Grow A&B

Two parts means you spend just a little more time
measuring, but it’s worth it if you’re looking for faster
growth.

General Hydroponics 
Flora Series

Three parts again means a little more time spent
measuring with each water change, however this is still
our favourite. Plants grew quickly and looked very
healthy. Highly concentrated so you use very little from
each bottle. One set will last you a very long time.

Note: We have no affiliation with these brands, these are just our favourites of the brands we’ve tried.
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Pick Your Plants
Now you have your planter figured out, but it’s still missing a plant. Here are the pros
and cons of starting with seeds, cuttings, plants grown in soil, and flowering bulbs.

Pros Cons
Cuttings Easy to use - many cuttings will root

in water. Once they have their first
roots, you can plant them in clay
pebbles just as you would soil.
 
No dealing with soil at any point in
the process. Planting is clean and
the water in your planter won’t be
contaminated by the bacteria in any
leftover soil.

Seeds

Growth can take a little while to get
started, as the new cutting needs to
develop roots before the top can
grow.
 
Unless you happen to have a friend
with the plant you want, cuttings
can be difficult to obtain. Some
nurseries will allow you to take a
small cutting if you ask nicely.

Easy to use - sprout seeds on damp
paper towel in a plastic bag,
checking daily for roots. Most
sprout in 1-3 days. When roots
develop, trim the paper towel
around the sprout and plant the
seed and paper towel in clay
pebbles. Paper towel keeps the
seed from falling through the gaps.
 
No soil at any point in the process.
 
Very wide variety available. Unlike
live plants, most seeds can be
purchased and shipped across
borders around the world. You can
grow almost anything you like.

Seeds take time to get established
and start growing well. Some take
longer than others.
 
Many houseplants grow very slowly
from seed. Many take several years
to become a reasonably large plant.
Some plants that you may want to
grow, such as ferns, do not have
seeds. Other plants will only grow
from very fresh seeds right off the
plant.
 
Seed germination is never
guaranteed. 

Our
favourite
method!

Second
best



Pros Cons
Soil-
grown

Start with a lovely, well-established
plant.
 
Know exactly what you are getting
when you buy the plant; no waiting
for seeds or cuttings to establish
themselves.
 
A wide variety of houseplants is
often available in local
greenhouses.

Flower
bulbs

Transition to soil-free growing can
be messy. You must wash as much
soil off the roots as possible before
planting in clay pebbles. 
 
Leftover soil can wash into your
water and cause bacterial growth,
so water changes should be more
frequent at first.
 
Some plants will lose some leaves
at first as they adjust to the
transition, but they typically bounce
back quickly.

Easy to use - just plant the bulb
root side down in your net pot with
clay pebbles.
 
Typically sprout and flower quickly.
Some, such as paperwhites, will
flower as soon as six weeks after
planting.

Bulbs often require “cold
stratification”, which is a fancy way
of saying they need to be
refrigerated for several months
before planting.
 
Bulbs tend to be short-lived. They’ll
give you lovely flowers once for a
few weeks, and are unlikely to
bloom again without special
treatment.
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www.fusedearth.com

Be sure to take a look at our shop at www.fusedearth.com/shop, and follow us on Instagram
and Pinterest for tips, advice, and shop updates.

info@fusedearth.com

@fusedearth

fused earth

Packaged in 99% recyclable materials
Kits include everything you need to get
started on day one, including instructions

Durable, hard-wearing ceramic planters
Made on our potter's wheel in Elora,
Ontario, Canada

http://www.fusedearth.com/
http://www.instagram.com/fusedearth
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